Before sketching more specific issues that such a project might entail, I want to offer a couple of examples-allegories about criticism and its logic of mediation-that demonstrate what is at stake for such a project within residual logics of mediation and vis-à-vis current structures of power.
I want to go back about ten years to consider two contemporaneous and dependent positions about TV. The first concerns the development of a so-called "critical geography." David Harvey's The Condition of Postmodernity (1989) is an epic effort to chart the broadest contours of spatial paradigms in Western culture (since before the Renaissance, no less) and to identify (in just as broad strokes) a new, "postmodern" sociospatial structure/paradigm. Along with Edward Soja's Postmodern Geographies the same year, Harvey's book quickly became arguably the most frequently cited example and harbinger of "critical geography" for the 1990s. These two books not only expanded the purview-the "territory"-of geography as a discipline and institution but also became a frequent touchstone for others interested in theorizing (post-) modernity. Although Harvey and Soja represent one vein of Marxist social critique (albeit a prominent one within geography since the 1970s) and although these two books did much to reemphasize, beyond geography, the importance of seeing social relations as spatially organized and regulated, the impact of these books in and beyond geography largely had to do with their attempts to engage contemporaneous discourses about postmodernity (such that "critical geography" gets redefined as "postmodern geography"-one of the distinguishing features of which is that geographers such as Soja and Harvey freely draw connections between artistic production and their claims about the spatial organization of the social and its displays of power).
Fully addressing the different ways that geography (describing itself as Marxist, critical, or postmodern) came to rethink or rediscover the importance of criticism, or adequately reconstructing the circumstances for this trend, lie beyond the scope of this article. There are, however, several impulses and certain circumstances that bear mentioning. One is the invocation of European modernists to underscore what is perceived as encounters between surrealism and historical materialism, such as Benjamin's Arcades Project and Lefebvre's early connection to surrealism. This impulse is certainly most evident in Harvey, who (as a "literary diver" modeled after Baudelaire) stated that he found himself "most deeply impressed by those works . . . that function as both literature and social science" (1985) . 2 Although in The Condition of Postmodernity, he extended to film (e.g., his oft-cited reading of Blade Runner), he offered no such detailed textual readings of television. Television is for him simultaneously one of many examples of the postmodern simulacra and one of many technologies through which capitalism has overcome spatial barriers. There are certainly other examples where postmodernism becomes (among other things) the point of a critical discourse by geographers about culture, played out through readings or commentary about literary, photographic, painterly, or filmic texts. Together this writing affirms how (under the rubric of postmodernism) maps, buildings, and cities are not the only objects of "critical geography." Efforts by these geographers to distinguish their work from more empirical geography and to align their work with a Marxist intellectual tradition occurred during the 1980s through their increased engagement with Marxist literary criticism, particularly in Harvey ' (1989) and Soja's (1989) valorization of theory by Marxist literary critic cum "postmodern geographer" Fredric Jameson.
One of the contradictions of this "critical" turn (the turn to criticism) in geography is that it occurred at a moment when the mission of criticism, particularly literary criticism (or, more specifically, Marxist critique as literary criticism) was being called into question, most expansively by Tony Bennett (1990) and Ian Hunter (1988a , 1988b . Bennett has argued that Marxist literary criticism has been a form of textual commentary that has failed to contextualize adequately the site(s) of the literary and particularly of criticism's own "privileged" position (in relation to the academic institution) "of ethical, cognitive, and political totalization" (p. 195) .
3 Too often, Bennett contended (and in reference to Jameson), Marxist criticism's appeal to "historicize" is a predictable demonstration of how capitalist ideology works through texts (and textual subjects) who without the critic would otherwise fail to recognize and to deconstruct that ideology. Following Foucault and Hunter, he proposed that both Marxism and literary studies need to recognize how criticism, in its relation to specific institutional rationalities and to programs of aesthetic education, has perpetuated a "regime of truth."
Work about the spatial definitions of power and social relations (which I take to be one concern of critical geography) should be attuned to how its readings of texts and its understanding of modernism have relied on the discursive and institutional spaces of Marxist literary criticism (and its idealization of a "counter-public" sphere). It is worth recognizing, therefore, the commensurability and interdependence of "critical geography" and Marxist cultural criticism, their tendency to generalize the terrain and landscape-the concrete and complexly articulated regions or sites of media and cultural practice-that comprise social arrangements, for example, when Jameson's confusion at the Bonaventure Hotel becomes the position for a "new" cultural criticism and his ascription of "cognitive mapping" to the artist/critic (rather than as a feature of everyday life) once again casts the geographer/critic in a position to describe tout court a set of contemporary relations prescribed by the history of capitalist ideology and presumably occluded from those who are not as lost in postmodern architecture (Jameson, 1991) . In many respects I share the opinion, voiced by Meaghan Morris (1992) and Doreen Massey (1994) , among others, that Harvey's reading of films and paintings to develop his account of a (post-)modernist spatial practice brackets the project of feminist criticism. But neither has all feminist criticism, particularly in literary and film studies, been as interested in seeing power and social relations in as concretely spatial terms as have Morris and Massey. In fact, Rosalyn Deutsch's review essay (1991) of Harvey's book was more interested in defending a tradition of feminist criticism than in emphasizing, as Massey did in her accompanying review, the concrete sites from which art and criticism by women have been produced and have circulated. In doing so, Massey (and Morris) have understood the position of the feminist critic, the Marxist critic, and the critical geographer as situated intellectuals whose "regime of truth" depends on regions/ spheres/places of knowledge/power.
The converging discourses of critical geography and Marxist (literary) criticism about postmodern culture are contemporaneous with and allows me to highlight a second set of issues about TV studies: specifically, TV studies' investment in criticism, its institutional anchoring, and its conception of TV as "site." The project of identifying the distinctive features of television (i.e., of developing a "television study") are inextricable from the efforts to institute TV criticism in North Atlantic universities during the 1980s. Like cinema studies, TV studies during the 1980s maintained many of the assumptions of literary criticism, legitimizing itself by attempting to define its distinctive features and by defining its object and producing an identity for its practice through a model of culture as a separate and productive sphere of language and consciousness. In this respect, TV studies followed (and sought to legitimate its practice because of) the tendency in the modern university to rationalize knowledge as distinctive "sciences" suited for a distinctive object that can impart to that knowledge an identity and legitimacy-a value within the political and cultural economy of knowledge production. Like cinema studies, TV studies sought to delineate the distinctive formal features of the medium. Newcomb's Television: The Critical View (1976) and its subsequent editions (1979, 1982, 1987, 1994, 2000) , Robert Allen's two editions of Channels of Discourse (1987 Discourse ( , 1992 , Ann Kaplan's Regarding Television (1983) , Todd Gitlin's Watching Television (1986) , John Ellis's Visible Fictions (1982) , and John Fiske and John Hartley's Reading Television (1978, 1980) were the most successful and conspicuous examples of efforts over the 1970s and 80s (and into the 90s) to underscore TV's distinctive formal features. 4 This tendency was justified as a correction to accounts emphasizing the economic determination of TV and culture, to theories of mass communication or mass culture (which generalized TV and culture), and to conceptions of culture that privileged the literary. To the extent that TV studies relied on semiotic theory to define distinctive characteristics of television, it proposed that the televisual was a system of representation distinct from other language-like systems, that its legitimacy as an object of study was both its affiliation to and distinctiveness from other systems of representation, and that its status as a (legitimate) cultural form had to do with culture as a distinct sphere of making meaning.
Defining the distinctiveness of television as a set of textual regularities involved developing a "new" set of strategies for "reading" TV as text.
Instituting television studies therefore supported and relied on literary and cinema studies' investment in criticism and interpretation, their belief that criticism was/is the central model and primary activity of their profession.
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Like film criticism, TV criticism attempted to define the practices (particularly textual practices) that distinguished TV from other narrative forms (such as literature and film), to locate subjects in texts or in the generalized space of "TV spectatorship," and to "read" the social in texts-as a set of language-like practices productive of ideology. This project perpetuated literary and film criticisms' formalism and their efforts to understand the sociality of narrative practices first and foremost through detailed textual description and interpretation. In this respect, TV criticism demonstrated that the cultural value of the televisual was beholden still to the evaluative criteria of (literary and film) criticism, which emphasized the internal properties of a form/medium.
Still, I can think of no other kind of criticism that (to its credit) has had a greater anxiety about its mission, its relation to artistic, intellectual, and critical traditions and to its institutional affiliations than has TV criticism. TV criticism (as the basis for TV studies) was fraught with contradictions that seldom plagued other kinds of criticism. Although it would be worthwhile to elaborate these contradictions with the care that they deserve, doing that is not the thrust of my argument.
6 I do want to emphasize that TV criticism, like other criticism, has been fundamentally an interpretive practice preoccupied with interpretive processes surrounding media. Criticism has been interested in the reader or viewer to the extent that the reader/ viewer was incapable of recognizing-unlike the critic-the machinations of ideology through the text. As such, audiences (viewers, readers, listeners) were, for criticism, subjects in an interpretive process. Some of the developments associated with audience studies (or British cultural studies as audience study) over the 1970s and 1980s also represented for many critics and empiricists a variant of media study that, for all its attention to the interpretive issues surrounding media and cultural forms, remained committed to thinking about the social dimension of media and culture in ways alien to criticism. But for all its difference from and arguments against film and literary criticism, it often similarly focused on a single "form" or "medium," such as TV, to talk about audiences as social subjects (so that one talked about TV audiences as if they constituted a discrete formation).
And for some representatives of cultural studies, such as John Fiske, cultural studies remained a deeply interpretive project wherein one read TV texts and their audiences' interpretations/appropriations of those texts.
The contradictions pervading the formation of TV studies and its sense of its mission as one that develops through an emphasis on criticism and interpretation is worth considering if for no other reason than to rethink what has been at stake (and what has been ignored) in the preoccupation with the distinctiveness of TV. By emphasizing (however inadvertently) the difference and negativity of television as a distinctive form or set, TV criticism and TV studies have failed to account for the positivity of television-the installation and regulation of the televisual through the historical and geographical intersection and assemblage of multiple practices comprising a social arrangement. I take this to be the thrust of Foucault's (1972) writing about the positivity of discursive formation and about the object of an "archaeological" project. Addressing this positivity involves recognizing the "exteriority" of television-not as a space that is the antithesis of an interiority (a favorite subject for New Criticism) nor as a space representing a separate set of practices, but as the sites/space of distribution and deployment where multiple practices are imbricated in and articulated to one another. As Foucault noted, defining discourses in their specificity involves following the "whole length of their exterior ridges" to map them (1972, p. 139) . Such a move proceeds from linguistic definition to spatial definition/delineation-the reach; dispersion; circulation; and reliance on other (indeed multiple) practices, formations, and sites. So, while it is important to understand the regularities of television to recognize the conditions for particular kinds of tasks accomplished through them, these regularities pertain to a space of exteriority where their social authority and legitimacy are produced. The distinctiveness (i.e., the matter or "mattering") of television is an issue of how it adheres to multiple practices and how they get situated. The "mattering of TV" therefore refers not only to its materiality but to its installation, exercise, and effects at/through multiple planes of reality and multiple spheres of social interaction.
It matters, therefore, how one moves from the question of television (as a distinctive object with its own consistency and history) to the televisual (as an adjective that emphasizes television's institution and "mattering" through a whole interplay of exchanges and intermediaries). I do not mean "televisual" as a hypervisual aesthetic or as a symptom or paradigm of postmodernity. 7 In small part, I am referring to how criticism constitutes an object of study (why "literature" only refers to certain kinds of writing); to whether a film is a film if it is broadcast on TV or transferred to tape, laser disc, DVD, or streamed video on the internet; to whether "tele-vision" (the transportation of vision) refers to a form of broadcasting or the dream that materialized as telegraphy; and to whether "television" any longer refers to a video monitor that receives (audio and video) broadcasts, plays back recordings, and displays software packages and the internet. 8 I am referring particularly, however, to Raymond Williams's explanation (1992) of the development of television as an assemblage of practices, as a social technology dependent on and instrumentalized through a broad array of practices and technologies.
9 Within the interplay of exchanges, the televisual refers to mechanisms linked by/to particular sites and by/to other mechanisms at these sites, and it refers to mechanisms adapted to particular tasks of linking/delinking subjects and places. Thinking about the televisual in this way requires not only a different logic of mediation but a different understanding of TV as site. TV criticism's focus on the internal properties of texts and of their subjects, TV studies' preoccupation with the distinctive features of the medium or its audience, generalize the site of television or dwell on TV's separateness as both identity and sphere/site. They have tended to see the site of TV as language and the psyche or to ascribe it to culture as a distinct and separate sphere in social relations and history. Television, I propose, matters or matters differently at different sites. 10 To turn attention to the play of exchanges and intermediaries suggests another conception of site-one that is not produced or occupied by a single entity and one that matters in its relation to other sites.
I am not suggesting that recognizing the specificity of TV or the televisual is spurious or impossible, only that their specificity (somewhat different from their distinctiveness) is an issue of their institution (emplacement) within an environment structured through various practices. Nor am I suggesting that criticism ever relies on spatial concepts or a spatial rhetoric, only that it has tended to uphold the conception of literary space-a purely formalist conception whereby literature seems to transcend a spatially organized environment-and that its project has never (except around the edges) been what one might call "geographic."
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Addressing the geography of TV-mapping its distribution, networks, and flows-may have been more the object of studying the economy of media than of doing criticism, but I am not suggesting that the recourse to TV criticism necessarily involves greater attention to the "political economy" of media-at least to what often counts as political economy of media. Even where space is a problematic in studies about media distribution and networking, the emphasis often has been upon either the space of media distribution or the determining role of finance capital in territorialization, rather than on the interdependence and convergence of different kinds of distributions/economies. In narrowly economistic studies of media, space often is seen either as an imprint or by-product of the flows and circuits of a money/credit economy. Furthermore, when criticism and studies about political economy of media have claimed that they are binary paths (when criticism attends to the screen and political economy concerns the network, when texts are either symptomatic/reproductive of or contrary to a mode of production), 12 they both have operated within the modern logic of mediation that sees space as an epiphenomenon of a single determination-either "textual production" or "economic production." In this respect, modern criticism and political economy are not necessarily incommensurable, although (as Harvey's and Jameson's writings about space collectively affirmed) economists often generalize about culture while cultural critics often generalize about the economy of texts.
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To circumvent the notion that economism and textualism are the only options that matter for understanding the televisual (or that the televisual can only be understood in these terms, as these kinds of practices), to avoid privileging television to demonstrate a generalized conception of an era, and to avoid perpetuating criticism's penchant for studying cultural forms as an autonomous set of formal practices with a discrete history, I want to suggest an alternative way of thinking about the televisual-one that considers it as a sociospatial problematic. To consider the televisual in this way emphasizes two related concerns: how social relations and relations of social exchange are organized spatially (as and through the configuration of houses/households, neighborhoods, cities, nations) and how (to what extent) social relations as configurations rely on various technologies (such as television) for their production, maintenance, and management. 14 Asking these questions shifts emphasis from what is on the screen (the object of criticism and efforts to establish the distinctiveness of the medium) to a space (a room, a house, a bar, a car, a gym, a school, a suburb, a city) where the televisual is constituted as convergence, where television operates through and thus depends on other (although collectively deployed) practices and technical competence. Emphasis shifts therefore to interdependencies at particular sites and to a site's imbrication in and value for an arrangement (in French, a dispositif-a contract, disposition, and configuration). Proceeding this way offers a much more robustly environmental understanding of television (the televisual's formation-its social becoming as arrangement). To consider the "televisuality" of a household or a house, a bar, a car, a city, and so on, is to consider carefully how television is brought into a productive and mutually supportive relationship with other elements in/as an environment while never assuming that media are everywhere or, as an object of study, everything.
This view of the televisual is contradictory in that it attempts to decenter TV while considering its mattering at particular sites, through interdependent technologies, and across social arrangements. Asking how space is produced, how spaces become productive, and how places are "mediated" (or how "mediating spaces" have been produced), strategically leaves open (never presumes or rules out) any particular determination and avoids beginning with a single mechanism (as TV studies might). Asking why TV (or any single technology) matters at and across particular places involves recognizing how TV depends on other practices that collectively produce and maintain particular spaces. How, in other words, is TV's mediation subject to an array of mechanisms that mediate the production of televisual spaces? Televisuality, in these terms, may emphasize that TV is a site and network. The thrust, however, is to avoid using "television" as a shorthand or generalization for a "site" (a tendency common in criticism) and to avoid generalizing the televisual site (a tendency in both criticism and studies about media distributions and networks). It is about the concreteness of site, about the extent to which language, consciousness, or economy can ever be sites, other than as abstraction or figure of speech. The television set or screen are sites/sights but ones whose "mattering" (positivity) has to do with their relation to other sites, to a space (both intimate and extensive) produced and maintained through linkages. Like other designations for electronic space (e.g., telegraphic, radiophonic, and telephonic space), the televisual refers both to sites and to mechanisms for linking sites, for producing spaces. While television refers to specific forms of networking, the formation of networks has occurred through emerging and residual technologies and distributive models (e.g., using telephone grids to structure the distribution of cable TV). Furthermore, the formation of a "television network" does not emanate from one site or source (a system of representation or capitalist economy) but through a system of relays. In this respect, television is not a self-contained site or network but installed at sites and through environments that define (in spatial terms) the meanings, uses, value, authority, and mattering of television. The television screen (e.g., its fixity and portability, its proximity to bodies and objects, its arrangement within surroundings) therefore becomes as much a geographic issue as does the network (albeit one that crosses, sustains, and depends on other paths and flows). Rather than beginning by focusing on the distribution of television, as if it were a relatively standardized entity/commodity transportable intact anywhere, the project begins by considering how television has been stitched into particular environments as sites that connect and convert other locations and spaces, not all of which are suited to (and may be organized to exclude) TV.
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The televisual is not a closed (abstract) space-of the TV set and TV networks-but is located within a social space of engagement, interaction and interdependence; of making, living in/through, adapting, and converting places. Social space therefore is where the televisual intersects with daily life, where it is constituted and reconstituted through various relations. This is not to say that relations are neutral or benign-on the contrary. Nor is it to suggest that they are entirely synergistic (that TV produces the same effects or that it is used in the same way everywhere). Social relations are the uneven distribution and arrangement of people and resources at and across places. A sociospatial arrangement is supported by multiple (albeit interdependent) kinds of distributions, and televisual sites and networks rely on and maintain other kinds of distributions. In that distribution is a result and framework of movement and circulation, locating the televisual also involves recognizing how the sites, networks, and the social arrangement that they support are produced and governed through multiple (though interdependent) flows that converge differently in different places.
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Because beginning with the question of how social space is produced does not presume any single determination (i.e., it avoids beginning with or privileging a single mechanism of power, such as TV, representation, capital) and because that question frames the question of how TV "comes to matter," a different set of questions about power gets asked than by criticism or studies of media economy. 17 Foucault's writing about power (1980) is particularly useful to the point that I want to raise here because he emphasized that power is never a force that permeates downward into a base, affecting everything in the same way, but up through infinitesimal sites, exercises, and mechanisms that intersect with one another to produce more generalized modalities (which for periods of time are dependent on the multiple modalities). Power, as Foucault stated, circulates and is exercised in the form of a "chain" or "net-like organization," never possessed or in any one person's hands, even though it depends on these local engagements and exercises and therefore cannot be said to circulate freely.
18 For Foucault, the network of power (power as network) gets organized through a set of interdependencies; through linkages; through a process of annexing, extending, and converting one set of disciplinary exercises (or exercises of freedom) for another. How television acquires social authority, value, and legitimacy therefore is predicated on how it assembles and relies on an array of mechanisms that matter because they facilitate or impede the circulation of power. Its mattering is an issue both of its specific technical functions/capabilities and of its dependencies and dispersal. 19 The view that power is not possessed or bestowed but is "exercised" (produced through regularized practices or regimens) avoids the binary logic of criticism. Because the aim of criticism is to analyze and interpret specific procedures of subjectification and subjugation (how power is exercised through TV, for instance), it often fails to consider how those procedures come to matter through their relation to other mechanisms of power and through the "subject's" movement and access to multiple sites. Avoiding the assumption (particularly acute in literary and film criticism's binary categories of a dominant vs. oppositional aesthetic) that one is either inside or outside, subject to or free/detached from, mechanisms of power, involves recognizing that neither the TV subject nor the TV critic (with greater or lesser degrees of rationality) simply analyzes or interprets TV texts, and that access to the televisual by TV subjects and TV critics (as consumers or professionals) is neither entirely free nor equal. And in that watching TV is not their only activity or task, the question becomes how is power exercised through their movement to and from, their access to, and their partial engagement with technologies and sites. While Foucault is right that "individuals are the vehicles of power, not its points of application" (1980, p. 98) , the free movement and exercise of power is contingent upon access to particular sites and to particular technologies of mobility. Considering the televisual as sociospatial problematic is therefore a way of thinking about social subjectivity that emphasizes the spatial distribution/arrangement of social bodies and that understands social bodies (individuals and populations) in terms of mobility and access to and from the sites where TV is located. Individuals form spatial frames of reference about their world as a consequence of and as a basis for navigating and engaging different sites on a daily basis. Everyday life develops out of the ritualization of paths among sites-in a house, to and from a house, amidst a fairly established array of stops and investments of one's time. To say that a social subject is "within" the televisual is not therefore to focus just on the relation between spectator and representations on a screen (which, for criticism, has been the locus/relationship for the formation of consciousness, identity, and ideology). Instead, emphasis shifts to how individuals or social groups have access to and move to and from the place(s) where they engage television in their everyday lives. 20 What one does with TV is a matter of how one gets to and from TV. This may be a matter of considering the organization of a household through the arrangement of locations for TV sets as well as of considering the relation of that house(hold) to other places that matter in one's everyday life, such as the bookstore, the movie theater, the bar, the car, the gym. Furthermore, the meaning and mattering of television is predicated on how one moves into, from, and around those sites. How TV has become part of an environment therefore has depended on how it became a technology for navigating that landscape. As I want to discuss more below, navigating that landscape may depend on maps formed through watching television (i.e., through representations of places that matter in viewers' everyday lives), but these maps also develop through the paths of everyday life that lead to and from televisual spaces. A bar, a school, or a church may not be spaces organized as sites for engaging TV, although one's path to and from them may be mapped through televisual spaces.
If what someone does with TV depends on his or her location and how he or she gets to and from that location, then the televisual is a historical terrain out of which certain kinds of spaces are made and become productive. Furthermore, these spaces are produced and have become productive through practice/exercise, through paths (of coming and going regularly); so the geography of TV is neither fixed nor prone to rapid changes. It is dependent on the continual making and remaking of various spaces and their interconnectedness. To conceive of the televisual as a sociospatial problematic is therefore not to move from diachrony to synchrony (to see geography and history as binary categories) but to move from charting the history of television to a view of "making history" that emerges out of "the production of space." This argument affirms Henri Lefebvre's (1991) premise that space is never abstract (though it may be assumed to be so in modern life), that it is produced and "practiced" historically and socially, that it is not produced by a single technology or determination (no single motor of history, although his explanation does emphasize that the modern production of space occurs through a capitalist economy), and that it is productive, a condition of possibility for making history and organizing social relations. Societies not only produce their own spatial arrangements, but these spaces in turn condition social relations. 21 In this sense, Lefebvre's work becomes a basis for rethinking historical materialism as a spatial materialism-a view that underscores how the making of history occurs through making places within an environment that "is not of our own making." 22 A spatial materialism recognizes that space is a product of a capitalist mode of production and an instrument of the bourgeoisie, but (in understanding power and social relations as a "net," as integral to the production of space) a spatial materialism does not see history or social change as reducible to a particular social class, a centralized mode of production, or a single force/determination.
A spatial materialism of the televisual offers a way around the normally opposed projects and binarisms of criticism and studies about "media economy" in part because it poses a series of questions that are not addressed by either of them and because it prioritizes differently some of the questions that they ask (e.g., beginning by asking how power and social relations are organized spatially and then asking how/why TV matters). In some respects, it deconstructs their difference, emphasizing the concreteness and positivity of spatial representation (e.g., as architecture, interior design, city planning) while being critical of the importance of abstract space within the empirical sciences and political rationalities of modern life. 23 Rather than "adding" something that is left out by the study of TV as text or commodity, however, a spatial materialism involves a different conception of (political) economy and text.
It understands "economy" not simply as the production and consumption of commodities (or a system of exchange understood primarily through these two terms) but as a distribution and circulation of populations and different kinds of resources, and it understands "political economy" more as the dispersal of regulating mechanisms, whereby governance can never be explained merely in terms of control by centralized sources such as state power or the power of industry owners. It therefore does not consider TV to be governed merely by the "TV/media industry" or a single mode of production but through the production of intersecting, interdependent networks from infinitesimal sites along the network. Unlike modern forms of criticism, which have been concerned primarily with how meaning is made-and how consciousness is (trans)formedthrough language and texts, a spatial materialism is interested in how making meaning and texts occur in multiple places (i.e., on different planes of reality) and only as one dimension of the production of space. A spatial materialism is interested in how "representations of space" organize social relations and make history but only in that representations are part of the organization of a way of life environmentally. It recognizes that activity spaces (entertainment rooms, houses, hotels, bars, cities, countries) signify and are signified (on TV screens and through TV networks that conjoin these places, for instance) but that they cannot be reduced to signification.
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Undertaking spatially materialist work may lead back to (or may not necessarily free this work from) textual description, analysis, and interpretation. Not examining TV merely as a set of textual properties, and not privileging TV as a way of explaining the social, make the kind of project that I am proposing less like criticism; but being interested in the circulation of texts at certain sites and within/across certain environments still requires careful description ("textual commentary") of both TV discourse and its sites and environments. Therefore, while spaces can be "read," a spatial materialism emphasizes that spatial representations function like maps, as sets of instructions for use and particularly for navigating environments.
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Understanding texts as "sets of instructions" that, like maps, orient social subjects and thus shape their sense of mobility and immobility and how they navigate an environment, does make close readings a useful strategyalbeit for a different project than ideological criticism of screen media. 26 The extent to which TV texts are used as maps or sets of instructions also does not make the issue of identity-a central issue in ideological criticismirrelevant. More at stake is considering the formation of identity across sites where, among other activities, social subjects engage TV and recognizing that sites are just as complex in their linkages as are narratives to their subjects.
If a spatial materialism of the televisual is interested in TV representations as maps and in mapping the interconnections that comprise the "televisual" in a sociospatial arrangement, then the issue of representation remains important, though in a somewhat different way than for criticism.
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Maps are representations that more or less follow formal regularities and that are "read" and interpreted through representational conventions. It is not enough, however, to describe them as a representational practice. They are a basis for following paths to and from the site where they are encountered. They also circulate within an environment. A social arrangement does occur through representations, but given that representations of space are produced in and by spaces, no representation/map can fully represent the totality of an arrangement (or the full scope of the televisual in it). Maintaining and modifying a social arrangement also depend on representations of the arrangement, but not only and always on representations. As de Certeau (1984) has argued, mapping is strategic and integral to exercises of power and social authority. Answering the question of how maps matter or which maps matter involves recognizing the institutional sites of mapping and their relation to assemblages of power, to the networks through which power circulates. And representing TV certainly involves figuring out where one is in relation to the televisual and to the institutional site of TV/media studies, 28 although representing and understanding any space during the second half of the twentieth century could involve figuring out one's implication in the televisual (or various kinds of communication research).
So what would a project about the televisual look like that is engaged with spatial materialism? One could begin as Lefebvre or Foucault have, asking how social spaces are produced and governed and then considering the mattering of TV, although neither of these intellectuals were preoccupied with television. 29 Another starting point for thinking about the formation of the televisual as a sociospatial problematic could be Raymond Williams's (1992) effort (however underdeveloped) to understand television as a technology in a late-modern regime of mobility and privacy. To the extent that "mobile privatization" refers to the historical relation among television's situatatedness, its circulation, the development of communication networks, transportation systems, and the mobility of social subjects, the broad social reconfiguration that accompanied them is decidedly a spatial issue. That his concept of "flow" became a marker of television's textuality for television criticism, or that TV criticism disarticulated it from mobile privatization to emphasize textual properties rather than environmental flows only affirms the contradiction that I have outlined above. 30 Mobile privatization referred to a changing set of spatial distinctions and definitions, most notably for Williams (and others who have cited him) between the public and private sphere. And mobile privatization involved a material repositioning-a spatial redefinition-of the home, increasingly situated "at a distance" from other sites, from its earlier locations, from earlier concepts and material embodiments of the city yet conjoined through broadcasting and other kinds of "flows" among places (such as automobile travel on newly constructed highway and freeway systems). In this regard, mobile privatization-the convergence of regimes of mobility and privacy-concerns a new spatial distribution and arrangement of social subjects. Television, as cultural technology, becomes a necessary technique for living within this social arrangement and material environment. But "living within" this arrangement involves, as Williams (1992) repeatedly suggested, issues of power, control, and governance. Television, as institution and practice, was instrumental to the overall reproduction and maintenance of the social formation at its most general and local levels. Its instrumentality, however, was never a matter of direct government control, nor, for that matter, of direct control by the broadcasting industry. Seen this way, Williams's writing about television described a new regime of power wherein television came to matter because it facilitated a kind of governance through auto-mobility and a new organization of domestic life.
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Let me briefly offer a more particular example that I hope will bring together many of the issues that I have sketched above and that Williams's (1992) book raised about the emergence of television. I turn to Houston, Texas, during the 1950s-in some respects an arbitrary place to begin (or to end an essay), though no less arbitrary than a study that attempted to offer an overview of television or the 1950s. I cite Houston because it was at that time a dramatic allegory of neoliberal government-of living and governing "at a distance"-and of a "free-range" city/settlement.
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Although Houston's commercial and residential development had been remarkable since the 1920s, it outpaced the growth of every city in the United States after the war. In 1949, when the first TV sets were sold in Houston, it had become the fastest growing city per capita in the United States, a trend that continued throughout the 1950s as Houston grew seven times faster than the average U.S. city and its construction value ranked the highest in the nation. In 1948, the city annexed enough land to double its 76-square mile area, and ten years later that 150-square mile area had more than doubled again. Although the fastest increase in the percentage of Houston's population growth occurred during the 1920s amidst the boom created by coastal oil production, the sheer size of its population grew most dramatically in the aftermath of World War II. 33 Most of this growth in population and land mass occurred through the development of suburbs, and one of its suburban developments, Sharpstown, the construction of which began in 1954, quickly became the largest suburban development in the world. But the scale of its expansion and suburbanization is not the only reason for thinking of Houston as the most blatant example of free-range city and neoliberal governance. By the 1940s, Houston was one of the largest U.S. cities without zoning; by 1962, it became the only major U.S. city without zoning; and it did not implement its first official zoning laws until the mid-1990s. Its rapid expansion and its easy conversion of land to real estate and then to planned community perpetuated the nineteenth-century myth of Manifest Destiny while redefining the frontier as a predominant goal of the postwar municipality and settlement.
A spatial materialism emphasizes several features of Houston's development through television. One is that television became integral to an array of interdependent technologies for Houston's rapid expansion as "free-range" city/settlement and for facilitating a space where (in such a brief amount of time) inhabitants lived at and often traveled great distance. Before World War II, overcoming distance (by rail or water channels) was a major consideration in the city's commercial development but never a major issue in regulating or impeding Houston's organization as a metropolis. Municipal expansion consistently had left great distances between its commercial centers and outlying settlements, between municipal jurisdiction and an expanse of newly established commercial and residential tracts. In the period following World War II, this trend did continue but with some significant modifications for facilitating and responding to the accelerated pace of this expansion. These included the rapid construction between 1955 and 1963 of one of the most elaborate municipal freeway systems in the United States, the proliferation of drive-in movie theaters (which outpaced the addition of indoor movie theaters by ten to one), the construction of satellite residential areas that were connected to "the city" more through the local print journalism and broadcasting than through municipal services, and city events (the most important being the Houston Live Stock Show and Rodeo).
Houston's connection to the Western during the 1950s offers a useful way of thinking about how a genre functions as a technology (in Houston, as postwar settlement) and how it develops an interdependent relationship with television (as a technology for mapping an environment and for distributing cultural resources across territory). In many respects, Houston had developed around an agricultural industry and then oil and petrochemical industries, but its development had little to do with the livestock (particularly cattle) industry, as other parts of the state had been. So Houston's rather intense investment in the Western during the 1950s was part of a (rapidly) emerging political and cultural economy in the city and in the city's relation to the nation. One particular development illustrates this. During the 1950s, the Houston rodeo became the largest in the nation, mostly attracting contestants and spectators from Texas. 34 Significantly, the Houston rodeo became one of the preeminent events in the local production of early Houston television. KPRC (Houston's first TV station) promoted the rodeo in 1952 through the first reenactment of the Salt Grass Trail cattle drive. The Salt Grass Trail was one of the many routes in Texas across which cattle were driven to market during the nineteenth century, and it remained a residual feature of an early modern Texas cartography when Houston was emerging as a commercial center connected to other regions in North America through the railway system. But the 1950s reenactment celebrated Houston's postwar place in the new economy, one wherein television was quickly becoming an essential instrument. In fact, the reenactment was conceived by the local TV station and organized so that the first reenacted trail rides would culminate at the TV studio. Even in the years after the station grew too big for that location, the reenactment (by that time having taken on an authenticity of its own) continued to terminate at roughly the same place. In 1956, Roy Rogers greeted the riders at the end of their journey, expanding the reenactment's role in promoting the rodeo. By 1959, the local press publicized James Arness's accompaniment of the Trail Ride through photo-ops of the TV star at towns along the way, although Arness made actually made the journey to and from these publicity appearances each day by car. In this sense, television was a technology for Houston's rapid expansion as postwar settlement and boom town. But television's instrumentality for this development was interconnected with other technologies such as the rodeo, the distribution of Western movies through local cinema and television, the local press's translation of these representations (the Western genre) for the city's various cultural spheres (i.e., White suburban or African American "ward" theaters, where the Western comprised almost half of films exhibited), local radio and TV Western singers (two of the most famous Houston celebrities/performers during the 1950s were the Westernstyled trio of Curly Fox, Miss Texas Ruby, and their sidekick Pancho). In this way, television became integral to the production of an identity, the importance of which to the city as social arrangement and as political and cultural economy depended on the circulation/conversion of the Western. Because this process involved the changing place and the changing circulation of the Western in civic life, the Western and these interdependent technologies contributed to the transformation and rearticulation (relinking) of various social spaces-in the formation or disappearance of certain local institutions, in the domestic sphere, in emerging spheres of sociality, in areas of industry and leisure, in Houston's rapid geographic expansion and rapidly transfigured landscape.
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But television's role in converting Houston's political and cultural economy also entailed converting Houston for the nation and the nation for Houston. 36 Managing the social arrangement that emerged in the United States after World War II came to rely on new sites such as Houston and a broad recognition of their value to the new political and cultural economy. As such, Houston was becoming a critical reference point and a model for a process of reterritorialization and for a new geography of the nation that supported neoliberal governance-particularly as it came to be defined through a residual frontier myth about the past (America as the Old West) and through an emerging myth about a future frontier (Houston as "Space City" and America as "New Frontier"). Television particularly became instrumental in converting Houston for the nation through the city's invention of its Western heritage and pedigree, although locally and nationally television was an intermediating technology for cinema and radio. Between The myth of a New Frontier was dependent on Houston, the city that became the site of NASA and of broadcasting space launches and sports broadcasts from the Houston Astrodome (an edifice that Billy Graham christened as a "truly marvelous act" and as "the eighth wonder of the world"). By 1964, Houston was increasingly referred to as "Space City"-a term that was predicated on postwar projections of an old frontier and new ways of engineering settlement and on an emerging relationship between the West, the suburban backyard, and space exploration.
Conclusion
A spatial materialism of the televisual is an important strategy not only for rethinking TV criticism and TV studies (i.e., that TV was ever a discrete form, industry, or site with a discrete history) but also for rethinking the current assumption that only now has TV become appended to other media, other technologies. Geography matters (as geographers have been prone to argue) precisely because the relations within the domestic sphere, among homes, among cities, among regions is not uniform and cannot be generalized. As geographer Doreen Massey (1994) has pointed out, the time-space compression accompanying increased reliance on telematics has not meant that everyplace and everybody are tied into this circuit in exactly the same way. Geography matters because new information technologies have developed unevenly around the world, because not everyone has the same access to these circuits and networks. But historicizing the geographic (and not seeing history and geography as a binarism) is also at issue because the boundaries and relations of places are not fixed. Places pertain to, are implicated in, and are linked through, flows and movement to and from that place-which, in turn, make that place always a "spatial" issue. In that sense, space is about the exteriority and interdependence (the articulation) of places/localities in time and through motion. The history of "national" broadcasting is a history of changing relations among cities and regions through changing regimes of mobility. Understanding this involves considering historically different kinds of spatial conversions: how, for instance, the domestic sphere converts the outside through technologies Marxism often has understood romanticism and aestheticism only as an idealist theory rather than as a set of ethical programs dependent on technologies of self-government. 4. Other readers in television criticism published during the early 1990s include Lawrence R. Vande Berg and Lawrence A. Wenner, Television Criticism: Approaches and Applications (1991) and Jeremy Butler, Television: Critical Methods and Applications (1994) .
5. David Bordwell (1993) has claimed that criticism has become the "central model of film studies." "Film criticism and interpretation remain," he asserted, "the central activities of academic, journalistic, and 'quality' writing about cinema" (p. 110)-the central model for film studies (p. 111). In one sense there is nothing extraordinary about his assumption. Few could argue that this is not the case (and the other contributors to this special issue on the subject never question this assumption). Their assumption is extraordinary in its failure to imagine what might constitute (or to recognize what has constituted) an alternative to film criticism and its emphasis on interpretation, meaning, and consciousness. Bordwell has made his point most emphatically by arguing that because "procedures of reasoning and mental representation play a crucial role in social and cultural activities," and because "psychic processes play a part in such processes," he would challenge "somebody . . . to offer a non-cognitive account of interpretive cognition" (p. 100). While he contends that film interpretation has stagnated, his solution involves improving the procedures of interpretation (specifically by developing more sophisticated methods for analyzing cinema as interpretive/cognitive processes) rather than questioning the centrality of criticism/interpretation in cinema studies. The question that I want to posit therefore is not what is the matter with interpretation (a question that tends to be more about improving it) but what is the mattering of interpretation.
6. They include efforts to legitimate what had been considered an unworthy if not pernicious object (often one antithetical to the "cultural" and professional mission of educational institutions); efforts to develop (often out of or alongside literary and film criticism) a set of critical terms and concepts to address television's formal features; efforts to perform a "critical" operation on a relatively circumscribed set of formal practices while arguing that television's "flow" qualities distinguished TV criticism from literary or film criticism; efforts (after literary and film criticism) to make visible the otherwise transparent, taken-for-granted features of ideology, but in a particular TV episode, in a particular TV series, on a particular cable channel, or within the flow of TV programming; and efforts to produce educational texts about TV criticism that relied on examples already radically recontextualized by the time (or soon after) the book was published. Some contradictions had to do with the lack of well-established institutional supports inside or outside the university: the lack of commitment by U.S. newspapers during the 1950s or 1960s for regular sections devoted to TV criticism, the widespread belief (right or wrong) that anyone could be an expert or a critic about television (but not about literature or film). TV could not be as readily be categorized through aesthetic and historical canons, despite efforts by TV critics such as Horace Newcomb in Television, The Most Popular Art (1974),
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David Thorburn in "Television Melodrama" (1976) , and David Marc's Comic Visions (1989) to do just that. Television criticism could not be linked, as literary and film criticism were, to a counter-aesthetic as a strategy of political intervention because TV was disconnected from a modernist, avant-garde pedigree of revolutionary politics. Even appeals by U.S. television critics to a golden age of television in the 1950s hardly presumed early or later TV's potential as radical or socially transforming counter-aesthetic. Instead, television criticism served up a more modest appraisal of ideological "negotiation" through the TV text, or through television programming as "forum," and ultimately it turned increasingly to the issue of interpretation itself (i.e., viewer's "readings") to address television's role in the formation of social relations. In these respects, TV criticism demonstrated that the cultural value of the televisual was still beholden to the evaluative criteria of (literary and film) criticism, which emphasized the internal properties of a form/medium. Interestingly, even a more self-avowed sociological study from the 1970s/1980s such as Gitlin's Inside Prime Time (1983) attempted to expose TV as an ideological process by delving "inside" the medium (quite literally "going undercover" to conduct some of his interviews with producers and programmers). The turn toward the audience, or to the television subject as social subject, most stretched the traditional objectives of criticism, but maintained them, particularly in television audience study's focus on the viewer's interpretive relation to the TV text. Although some efforts were made to reapply the psychoanalytic terminology of poststructuralist criticism to the television viewer, particularly in some forms of feminist criticism of television, such efforts had to acknowledge that a viewer's relationship to television was not necessarily as focused and sustained as literary and film critics had assumed was the case for readers of books or for spectators of films. 7. The notion of the "televisual" as a hypervisual aesthetic and as symptomatic or paradigmatic of postmodernity is most clearly developed by John Caldwell (1995) .
8. Television's inseparability from other media is not a new development, even though it may seem so from discussions about the "convergence" of "new media" and because TV criticism-which (after literary and film criticism) was most interested in the distinctive features of the medium-was slow to pursue this issue.
9. Equally relevant is Armand Mattelart's account (1996) of the emergence of "mass media" through various circuits of exchange and circulation (e.g., of goods, people, and messages) that collectively have comprised systems of "communication."
10. This not only regards the assumption in criticism that reading or watching a film occur in (or as if they were in) an abstract place but also the assumption (supported by the first, and the one that most interested Bennett [1990] ) that criticism was done from no place in particular and that critical theory applied to texts from anywhere. In film criticism, the movie theater has been generalized as an apparatus of looking that seemed to lack a location in relation to other places. In this sense, film criticism and deconstructive films assumed a counter-public sphere while ignoring or leaving abstract the locational politics of such a sphere. Even in the 1990s, academic criticism too often imagined a time when there were places outside academic institutions (e.g., cine-clubs) where criticism was able to realize its full potential as
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an "oppositional" political practice. This kind of imagined past and pedigree has, as Bill Readings (1996) has noted, reinforced the view that culture and its study (as criticism) should be a separate sphere within the "corporate university." 11. Particularly with regard to screen media, criticism too often assumed an essential spatial model or code (e.g., the belief in film criticism that the "classical Hollywood film" perpetuated a spatial convention of Quattrocento painting). And this spatial model had mostly to do with an internal dynamic of film and with theories of subject positioning that understood the place of identity formation as abstract and equally interiorized (e.g., the darkness of the movie theater, the dream-like nature of identification with screen images, the centering or decentering of a viewer's imaginary relation to screen space). One contradiction surrounding television criticism therefore concerned how to bring criticism's conception of space to bear on a potentially more mobile relation of the viewer to the television set, on the broadcasted nature of television that brought signals into homes, and on the increasingly pervasive presence of the video monitor in and outside domiciles. Of course, true critics could simply ignore these features, continuing instead to talk about television as only what appeared on the screen and as if the viewer were always engaged with the TV set-as if every home were the eternally mythic suburban home, as if the TV room were a kind of camera obscura, as if some TV critics weren't capable of reading, listening to music, and watching television all in the same place. And while reading and movie watching certainly were a part of the reorganization of an environment outside the home or the movie theater, criticism seemed unconcerned with that issue.
12. One of the most vivid examples of this tendency in film studies has been that of Bordwell, Thompson, and Staiger (1985) .
13. While Harvey generalized the material modalities of aesthetic ("cultural") mediation, reading in the aesthetics of space what economic theory already explains, Jameson (1991) generalized the economic tendencies of post-Fordism to ground his claims about a postmodern aesthetic/culture. Both saw culture as being determined primarily by economic developments.
In certain respects, postmodernist criticism (including that which informs "critical geography") placed television at the center of postmodernity: television as the metaphor/example par excellence of late-twentieth-century culture, of simulation, and as agent of a global occupation by American pop culture. On one hand, television was implicated in the breakup of rationalism as the organizing principle of culture, subject formation, and space in modernity, and on the other hand, television was the abstract embodiment of an equally abstract concept of social totalization: the networked society. Although treatments of postmodernism that have emphasized the interconnectedness of media and their subjects (or the connection of media to other virtual sites collectively comprising a networked society) have offered a way of thinking about the environmental features of television, in ways not common in earlier criticism, they nonetheless have generalized that environment-seeing a postmodernist aesthetic or "the cultural logic of late capitalism" everywhere or in highly essentialized forms. For instance, it is one thing to suggest that television is a technology that relies on shopping malls to maintain structures of power, and it is another to imply that television = shopping malls = a postmodern environment.
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This ambiguity is evident in Morse's (1990) and Friedberg's (1993) accounts of television. Postmodernism (like modernism) frequently has been deployed as a universalizing term that generalizes the complex specificity of spatial relations and the politics of spatial practice. Theories and demonstrations of postmodernism replace the earlier dichotomy of discursivity/materiality with a view that everywhere sees only their implosion-a virtual, empty landscape or "hyperspace." Consequently, one could say that postmodernist concepts have made the discrete text problematic for criticism only to turn the world into a discrete text, that it replaces an internal spatial model of the literary form with a more apocalyptic vision of a virtual landscape or hyperspace. Seen as a ubiquitous condition of a networked society, television has increasingly been redefined through postmodernist criticism as the televisual. This adjective has been appended to abstract conceptions of society wherein no space escapes its effects or as a reference to a primarily visual and postmodernist TV aesthetic.
14. The first concern accepts Henri Lefebvre's premise that "the social relations of production have a social existence to the extent that they have a spatial existence; they project themselves into a space, becoming inscribed there, and in the process producing that space itself" (1991, p. 129) . The second concern builds on Foucault's view of modern societies as "arrangements," the management of which depends on varied but interdependent technologies.
15. How has TV been adapted for households, for rooms in houses? How have other sites of sociality (schools, bars, cars, gyms, courtrooms) been made suitable spaces for video monitors? How have yet other sites (schools, churches, cars) been organized as separate spheres of sociality-where TV's exclusion marks both their limits and their potential mattering? As such, television has been a situated technology and a network for converting different places, that is, temporally (from the past for the present/future) and spatially (on different scales).
16. "Political economy" is therefore relevant to the project that I am describing to the extent that "economy" refers to an efficiently managed arrangement (pertaining to a household or broader population) and to the extent that economics became a modern form of political reasoning-the science of managing populations organized through vaster spaces, instrumental to modern modes of governing at and over greater distances. As Foucault has noted about the emergence of "political economy" as a modern technology of governing, "the Modern concept of 'political economy' arises out of the perception of new networks of continuous and multiple relations between population, territory, and wealth" (1991, p. 101) . The modern problem and science of managing populations over/at greater distances has required multiple and interdependent procedures for managing the distribution and arrangement (the proper location) of people and things-upon developing multiple sites whose relation to one another was produced, managed, and made interdependent through procedures/technologies suited to circuits and circulation. If, however, one views the relation between economy and politics/power in this way, one can describe other (albeit interdependent) "economies," for instance "cultural economy" as the distribution and networks of populations and cultural resources/capital across a territory. While "political economy" and "cultural economy" both refer to a sociospatial arrangement (the distribution of social classes in particular urban spaces, for instance), the latter term refers specifically to the arrangement's reliance on and maintenance of cultural sites and access to them by particular people. While this conception of political economy is generally consonant with studies about the political economy of media, media studies have tended to emphasize the mode of production rather than the interdependence of circuits for different kinds of flowsnot just the circulation of commodities. See, for instance, Mattelart (1996) .
17. To the extent that criticism has been interested in questions of power, it too often understands power as exerted either through a series of mechanisms internal to a medium (as "apparatus" or "language") and/or through a circuit of TV/media industries, texts, and audiences.
18. Foucault (1980) conceived of modern societies as "arrangements"/distributions, and he conceived of power/knowledge in modern societies as a circuit of interdependent relays that get instrumentalized through interdependent technologies and that are displayed and administered "diagrammatically" (to use Deleuze's [1988] description of Foucault's practice), dispersed across social arrangements of institutions and spheres of social regulation.
19. Foucault argued that one must . . . conduct an ascending analysis of power, starting, that is, from its infinitesimal mechanisms, which each have their own history, their own trajectory, their own techniques and tactics, and then see how these mechanisms of power have been-and continue to be-invested, colonized, utilized, involuted, transformed, displaced, extended, etc., by ever more general mechanisms and by forms of global domination. (1980, p. 99) While I agree that the televisual refers to a mechanism whose instrumentality needs to be located/tracked along micro-and macro-mechanisms of power, I also am interested in the micro-and macro-spaces/scales of power (obliquely acknowledged by Foucault's reference to "global domination"). 20. Here I want to acknowledge the arguments about social subjectivity, identity, and identity politics as a spatial problematic in the work of Doreen Massey, Liz Bondi, Meaghan Morris, and Jane Juffer. As each of them has argued, place de-essentializes identity, so that "Who am I?" is an issue of "Where am I?" One's identity depends on what kind of social spaces one has access to and inhabits and on one's mobility (how one moves among particular sites).
21. The title of Lefebvre's most well-known work on this subject, The Production of Space (1991) , conveys the ambiguity that is central to most of his writings about space: that space is produced and productive.
22. "Historical materialism will be so far extended and borne out by a history so conceived that it will undergo a serious transformation. Its objectivity will be deepened inasmuch as it will come to bear no longer solely upon the production of things and works, and upon the (dialectical) history of that production, but will reach out to take in space and time and, using nature as its 'raw material', broaden the concept of production so as to include the production of space as a process whose product-space-itself embraces both things (goods, objects) and works," (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 128) .
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Television & New Media / August 2001 23. As I have implied above, Lefebvre's and Foucault's importance for media, communication, and cultural studies lies in their more or less explicit critiques of scientific/political rationality and interpretative procedures while remaining committed to a materialist and neo-empiricist understanding of modern social life.
24. As Lefebvre noted, "an understanding of language and of verbal and nonverbal systems of signs will be of great utility in any attempt to understand space" as long as space is not reduced to words and meaning:
Every language is located in space. Every discourse says something about space (places or sets of places); and every discourse is emitted from a space. Distinctions must be drawn between discourse in space, discourse about space and the discourse of space. (1991, pp. 131-32) I take the last distinction regarding "discourse of space" to acknowledge that space produces, among other things, discourse.
25. While Michel de Certeau, Deleuze, and Lefebvre all have criticized formalist and structuralist conceptions of texts and have (in different ways) emphasized the relation between texts and maps, Lefebvre was particularly emphatic about reading space not for its meaning but as a set of instructions:
Does it make sense to speak of a "reading" of space? Yes and no. Yes, inasmuch as it is possible to envisage a "reader" who deciphers or decodes and a "speaker" who expresses himself [sic] by translating his progression into a discourse. But no, in that social space can in no way be compared to a blank page upon which a specific message has been inscribed. . . . Rather than signs, what one encounters here [in natural and urban spaces] are directions-multifarious and overlapping instructions. (1991, p. 142) For more on space as a set of instructions, see de Certeau (1984) and Eco (1997) .
26. James Carey used the example of the map to explain what he means by a cultural model of communication: "The map stands as a representation of an environment capable of clarifying a problematic situation. It is capable of guiding behavior and simultaneously transforming undifferentiated space into configured-that is, known, apprehended, understood-space" (1989a). Carey's example is particularly useful and intriguing because he used it to contrast a "cultural approach to communication" with an approach that studies communication as transmission/ transportation (the latter of which he sees having dominated North American communication research). A spatial materialism of the televisual involves qualifying the distinction that Carey drew between these two models of communication (a distinction that pertains to a modern logic of mediation), not seeing communication as the only or primary term for thinking about culture or mediation, considering how maps of environments are developed through many technologies (not only electronic media), and discussing transportation systems and mapping as procedures/technologies that have organized environments. It would be useful to think about Carey's example of the map in relation to his essay about the relation of telegraphy and rail travel-an essay where he does consider (after Innis) the interdependence of models/technologies of communication and transportation (see Carey, 1989b) .
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27. Deleuze and Guattari (1987) offered a useful distinction between "tracing" and "mapping." For Deleuze and Guattari, the former refers to the outline of a self-contained formation, and the latter designates the practice of drawing connections between formations, of opening the formation, of demonstrating its constitution out of (and hence its dependence on) other assemblages. The latter is the basis for what they have called "rhizomatics."
28. Deleuze (1988) has referred to Foucault as a cartographer interested in the modern societies and power as assemblages and arrangements (what Deleuze has called a "diagram"). While diagram refers to a map that blindly and mutely organizes a social field, Deleuze was not as clear (nor, for that matter, is Foucault) about the extent to which diagrams are strategic representations of modern societies. For Deleuze and Foucault, it is not enough to say that cartography is a representational practice. They were more concerned with how knowledge, truth, and historical accounts all are produced by and through a diagram and its assemblages. Cartography has had an institutionalized set of procedures for knowing and explaining the world and has been a social force historically to the extent that it has performed strategic tasks for and in relation to other assemblages. It is not enough, therefore, to ask simply whether Foucault's description of disciplinary complexes or of madness as a discursive formation are his own (strategic) constructions or mappings. His work demonstrates that the possibilities of social mapping-the procedures of historians, geographers, sociologists, critics-are integral to the mechanisms of power.
29. One needs to be careful not to use Foucault's (1980) notion of the "disciplinary society" or Lefebvre's (1991) view of "abstract space" as a template for all modern societies or for the televisual. Most of Foucault's work about modern forms of power specifically concerned the period before the mid-twentieth century. Lefebvre's writing about "abstract space" as a tendency in neocapitalist societies had little to say about media, broadcasting, or television.
30. Williams's (1992) discussion of "TV flow" did not draw a connection to "mobile privatization," but he did describe TV drama as the conversion of theatrical drama into a form suited to mobile privatization:
The television play was the ultimate realization of the original naturalist convention: the drama of the small enclosed room in which a few characters lived out their private experience of an unseen public world. . . . This was a drama of the box in the same fundamental sense as the naturalist drama had been the drama of the framed stage (p. 50).
Lynn Spigel, in her introduction to a recent reprinting of Williams's book, acknowledged this connection, and her book Make Room for TV (1992) is another important demonstration of the kind of project that I am outlining.
31. I have developed this argument in another essay, "Unaided Virtues" (Hay 2000) .
32. Houston is the subject of a more sustained research effort that will be a chapter in a forthcoming, book-length account of neoliberal governance in the United States that I am completing. For a discussion of Houston and cinema during the 1950s, see Hay (2001) .
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Television & New Media / August 2001 33. Between 1930 and 1945, Houston's population grew by 300,000 (for a population of about 650,000), but between 1945 and 1950 alone it gained almost another 200,000 inhabitants (for a population of roughly 807,000), another 250,000 between 1950 and 1954 when its population passed one million, and nearly another 250,000 by 1960 when its population reached roughly 1,240,000.
34. By 1956, the parade through downtown Houston involved more than 4,000 horses; ticket sales for the then two-day event exceeded 100,000. During the 1950s, the rodeo began to use Hollywood celebrities to promote itself and as a ridgepole for all the other events. Throughout the 1950s, the most frequent guest stars were Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, and Trigger, who appeared in five of the Houston rodeos over the 1950s, several times with the entire cast of the Roy Rogers Show. Other celebrities included adult/child duos such as Johnny Crawford and Chuck Conners from The Rifleman, Lorne Green and Michael Landon from Bonanza, and the forever single James Arness/Matt Dillon from Gunsmoke. In 1956, contests surrounding the rodeo offered local children a chance to win a trip to Hollywood to meet the stars of film and new TV Westerns.
35. Understanding the Western's link to late-Modern forms of settlement, to land development and real estate, is therefore not only a matter of representation, unless one is willing to recognize the relation of cultural technologies such as cinema and broadcasting to other instruments of territorialization. Or, put another way, in representing the American West, the Western has been a practice of mapping-not only as a re-presentation of history and geography (the Old West as the articulation of generic elements and as chronotope) but as a procedure implicated in the broad and complex structuring and governing of places and environments (the modern West).
36. Through the realignment among places, televisual practices became a condition for maintaining nation-states and strengthening the nation-state model in the postwar period (though these practices also have contributed to the instabilities of this model). Several things need to be emphasized, however. One is that the nation-state has been contingent on the rearrangement of localities and regions. Another is that these realignments occurred through processes of converting, adapting, and reterritorializing social space(s) into a broader national set of coordinates that were spatially defining the nation as territory (in part, a televisual territory). This process of conversion and adaptation thus has had a geographic and historical dimension. Geographically, it occurred on multiple scales, ranging from the domestic sphere, suburbs, cities, and regions, and thus involved the spatial realignment (the "conversion") of localities for the new national space (and vice-versa) . But this new set of geographic relations also involved the conversion of earlier concepts and configurations of social space. In this sense, adapting localities for a national space (and vice-versa) entailed redefining their relation to residual arrangements and networks of social relations. Television, as one mechanism of conversion, became important in reinforcing a certain kind of flow from cities to a broader national network and vice-versa. The process of conversion and adaptation occurred through televisual texts (its mappings of these relations) as well as through the material modalities through which television circulated and through which the new spatial arrangements were installed. The arrangement of social relations-at various scales-thus involved migrations and mobility of people through
